
A Media Literacy Zine
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Why was this 
message sent? 

5What lifestyle, values, 
and points of view are 
represented in, or omitted
from, this message? 

You gotta 
ask yourself ...

Basically everybody can make media 
these days. Journalists, Grandma, 
Presidents, You, Me. 

Some of it’s cute or funny, some of it is 
opinion, or facts, and some of it is lies. 
+TBJKHKX��SGDQDŗR�@�V@X�SN�ƥFTQD�@KK�SG@S�NTS

Who created 
this message? 

Well, I did!  
I’m Tricia from Connecticut 
/TAKHB�.TQ�FN@K�HR�SN�HMENQL�
educate and inspire people!
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My point of view — that media literacy 
is very important — is all over this zine. 
But part of it — the 5 Key Questions 
— are based on science. That means, even 
if you don't think media literacy is 
important, if you use these questions 
often, your media literacy skills improve. 

That's a fact.
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This ties back to the last point. I sent 
SGHR�LDRR@FD�ADB@TRD�LDCH@�KHSDQ@BX�
is important to me, and we’re living 
in wild times, yo! It's a good time 
LG�9F9DQR=�9DD�L@=�<AÌ=J=FL�E=KK9?=K�
coming our way!
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How might people 
understand this 
E=KK9?=�<AÌ=J=FLDQ�

That depends on who you ask! Since I work 
for public media, folks who trust public 
media probably trust me. But if the 
NOONRHSD�HR�SQTD��(�LHFGS�AD�RDDM�@R�AH@RDC�

4RHMF�SQTRSDC�RNTQBD�L@SDQH@KR�
from PBS, NPR and local public media 
stations, Thinkalong�HR�@�EQDD�OQNFQ@L�

that helps students think critically about 
media, develop informed opinions, and 

practice respectful, civil discourse.
Go to THINKALONG.ORG

You Can't Fool Me: A Media Literacy Zine. 
"NOXQHFGS�������"NMMDBSHBTS�/TAKHB��

5 Key Questions/Concepts of Media Literacy. 
"NOXQHFGS������������"DMSDQ�ENQ�,DCH@�+HSDQ@BX��

www.medialit.com

 

What techniques are used 
to attract my attention? 

6D�TRDC�@�BNKNQ�HM�ENQL@S��BG@Q@BSDQR�SG@S�
look like you and your friends, informal 
K@MFT@FD��@MC�SGHR�ETM�QDUDQRHAKD�ENQL@Sʖ



A Media Production Zine
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Since you can make media, 
too, let's talk about being 
an ethical and media literate
producer!

Media ethics applies moral principles 
to production. 

2HMBD�SGDQD�HR�MN�TMHUDQR@K�FTHCD�SN�LNQ@KR��
SGDQD�HR�MNS�NMD�DSGHBR�FTHCD�ENQ�LDCH@�
production.

&DMDQ@KKX�SGNTFG��VD�RGNTKC�LHMHLHYD�
harm, avoid bias, and be clear about what 
is fact and what is opinion.

Read the next 
5 Key Questions* 

through an ethical lens 
to guide 

your production.

$@BG�SGHMF�XNT�B@M�L@JD�QDPTHQDR�
@�CHƤDQDMS�SQD@SLDMS�(�V@MS�
educators to pass this zine out 
to students, so I made it easy 
SN�OQHMS��ETM�SN�ENKC�SNFDSGDQ��
@MC�ƥKKDC�HS�VHSG�HMENʖ

Does my message 
UHƪHFW�XQGHUVWDQGLQJ�
in format, creativity, 
and technology?
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6DKK�@QD�XNT�SGHMJHMF�@ANTS�
LDCH@�KHSDQ@BX��(E�RN���SG@MJR�
ENQ�DMF@FHMF�VHSG�LX�VNQJʖ

Is my message 
engaging and 
compelling for 
my target audience?

What am I authoring? 1
It could be a note, video, 
RBGNNK�OQNIDBS��RNMF��NQ�DUDM�
@�RODDBGʖ� MXSGHMF�XNT�OQNCTBD�
�XNT�B@M�SGHMJ�SGQNTFG�
(I authored a zine!)

4 Have I clearly and 
consistently framed 
values, lifestyles, 
and points of view 
in my content?

5 Have I communicated 
P\�SXUSRVH�HƨHFWLYHO\"

You Can't Fool Me: A Media Literacy Zine. 
"NOXQHFGS�������"NMMDBSHBTS�/TAKHB��

VVVSGHMJ@KNMFNQF

5 Key Questions/Concepts of Media Literacy. 
"NOXQHFGS������������"DMSDQ�ENQ�,DCH@�+HSDQ@BX��

www.medialit.com

(�L�RSHBJHMF�SN�SGD�LDRR@FD�SG@S�
media literacy is super important
���JMNVKDCFD�HR�ONVDQ��
and there's a lot 
of information 
SN�RHES�SGQNTFG�
SN�ƥMC�HS

I'd love to know what you think 
@ANTS�SGHR�YHMD�NQ�3GHMJ@KNMF�

5HRHS�SGD�VDARHSD��SGHMJ@KNMFNQF��@MC�TRD�
the "contact us" form to reach out!


